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Psycholinguistik in der Feldforschung 

Basic Tables and Graphs in R  

SoSe 2017, Sonja Eisenbeiss 

 

Changing the Working Directory 

Before you start your work, you should use Windows Explorer or a similar programme to 

create a directory for all your data files, outputs, scripts, etc. Then, you can change 

directory in R at the start of your session to make this new directory your working 

directory for your session: DATA > CHANGE DIRECTORY. You can use an R-command 

to check whether you are in the right directory and to see which files are currently in 

this directory: 

 

dir() 

 

Exercise 

Create a working directory for this class and place all example files into this directory. 

Change directory to this directory and use dir() to check the content of your directory. 

 

Selecting a CRAN Mirror and Installing Packages 

The basic installation of R already contains many useful functions, such as "mean". 

However, for many other purposes, it is useful to install further packages. You first need 

to click on PACKAGES and then select a CRAN mirror, i.e. the download site you want to 

use for your package installation. Then, you can select INSTALL PACKAGES and install 

relevant packages. Useful packages for psycholinguists are  

 foreign: reading in data files in SPSS and other formats 

 gmodels: useful summary and table functions 

 languageR: tools for language analysis plus some data sets for exercises, etc.  

 lme4: linear mixed models for statistical analysis 

 colorspace: creation of color palettes (e.g. a palette with 4 colors for bar graphs 

that can also be distinguished in black and white prints) 

 shape: drawing shapes in different colors (useful for stimulus creation) 
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Loading Packages 

Once you have installed the relevant packages, they are available on your machine in 

principle. However, if you want to use them, you need to load them to make them 

active. This can be done using the menu option PACKAGES > LOAD or the function 

"library". If you need several packages for a complex task, it makes sense to add the 

respective lines to your script, e.g.  

 

library (foreign) 

library(shapes) 

library(gmodels) 

 

 

Importing Data 

NOTE: if your data files are in the directory you are working on, you can directly type in 

the file name of a data file to read it in and save it as a data frame in R, e.g.: 

poss1<-read.spss("LG533_example_1.sav",use.value.labels=TRUE,to.data.frame=TRUE) 

poss2<-read.csv("LG533_example_1.csv") 

 

NOTE: Excel spreadsheets or SPSS data can be saved as csv-files and read in this way. 

If you want to use value labels from SPSS, you need to add "use.value.labels=TRUE" in 

your read.spss-command. 

If your data files are not in your working directory, you can still read them in with the 

read-functions, but then you need the function "file-choose", which will open up a menu 

that will allow you to browse and select the respective data file(s). 

 

poss1<-read.spss(file.choose(),use.value.labels=TRUE,to.data.frame=TRUE) 

poss2<-read.csv(file.choose()) 
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So, you have two options:  

 

corr<-

read.spss("LG533_correlation_RT.sav",use.value.labels=TRUE,to.data.frame=TRUE) #to 

specify file name 

corr<-read.spss(file.choose(),use.value.labels=TRUE,to.data.frame=TRUE) ## to 

browse for your file 

 

NOTE: if you have the same name for your resulting data frame ("corr" in the example 

above), you will overwrite the data frame and there will be no warning. 

 

Before you read in your data, you need to make sure that your data is appropriately 

prepared. For instance, for data that comes from a DMDX output, you need to make 

sure that you have no negative RTs, but separate columns for correct/incorrect and 

absolute RTs. For accuracy analyses, you will need all your data for the test items 

(correct and incorrect responses). For RT analyses, you will need correct responses 

only, i.e. a smaller file, with incorrect responses removed.  

 

Checking Data 

You can see your data frame by just typing the respective name, but you can also use 

various functions to look at it in more detail: 

 

corr 

head(corr) ## looks at the beginning of your data set 

tail(corr) ## looks at the end of your data set 

dim(corr) ## counts rows and columns of your data set 

summary(corr) ## provides a summary of your data set: means etc. for scale variables, 

counts for nominal variables 
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poss1 

head(poss1) ## looks at the beginning of your data set 

tail(poss1) ## looks at the end of your data set 

dim(poss1) ## counts rows and columns of your data set 

summary(poss1) ## provides a summary of your data set: means etc. for scale 

variables, counts for nominal variables 

 

You can limit the head or tail to a specific number of lines, e.g.  

 

head(poss1,2) ## looks at the first two lines of your data set 

tail(poss1,3) ## looks at the final three lines of your data set 

 

You can use the outputs to find some types of errors in data, e.g. a scale variable being 

treated as a nominal variable, missing values, inappropriate values (e.g. "b" instead of 

either "a" for animate or "i" for inanimate). 

 

Exercise 

Load example files, save them as data frames and use the functions "head", "tail", and 

"dim" to check the outputs. Compare the outputs: What is different for different types of 

variables (e.g. nominal vs. interval)? 

 

NOTE: In these examples, you apply a function to the entire data set. If you want to 

look at one variable only, you can use the Dollar sign to limit the analysis to this specific 

variable: 
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head(poss1$PR_animacy) 

head(corr$rt) 

 

NOTE: You can also get specific values for a specific variable instead of a full summary 

 

mean(corr$rt) ## mean for numerical variables 

sd(corr$rt) ## standard deviation for numerical variables 

 

Summaries for Data split up on the basis of nominal IVs 

You can split up your data to get separate values for the different levels of your nominal 

IVs, e.g. means for particular Genders, item types, etc. 

 

For interval scales 

tapply(corr$rt, corr$proficiency, mean) #RTs split up by proficiency level 

tapply(poss1$rt, poss1$PR_animacy, mean) #RTs split up by possessor animacy 

 

For nominal data 

You can create a table, with additional summaries for rows and columns)  

animacy_choice <- table (poss1$choice, poss1$PR_animacy) # table for s-possessive 

vs. of-possessive for (in)animate possessor) 

animacy_choice 

margin.table (animacy_choice,1) #summary of table rows 

margin.table (animacy_choice,2) #summary of table columns 

 

If you want a full table with totals, percentages, etc., you can use the package gmodels 

and its function "CrossTable" 

CrossTable(poss1$choice, poss1$PR_animacy) 
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Data Summaries for individual participants or items 

For interval scales 

tapply(poss1$rt, poss1$part, mean) #RTs split up by participant number 

tapply(poss1$rt, poss1$item, mean) #RTs split up by item number 

 

For nominal data 

table(poss1$choice, poss1$part) 

table(poss1$choice, poss1$item) 

 

NOTE: This can be useful for a pilot study, where you might want to determine whether 

any of the items were problematic and should not be included in the final study (e.g. 

due to extremely high RTs and error rates that indicate that most participants do not 

properly recognize this item). It can also be used to find participants in your study that 

were not taking the task seriously and only pressed one button or took extremely long 

to respond. 

 

Selecting a Subset of your Data / Specific (Sets of) Observations 

You could select some lines with observations  

 

choice_first5rows <- poss1[1:5,] # first 5 rows 

choice_rows3to5 <- poss1[3:5,] # first 5 rows 

choice_first5rows  

choice_rows3to5  

 

NOTE: choice_rows3-5 would not work as you cannot have "-" in your name. It gets 

treated as a minus. 
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You could also select some columns with observations: 

 

choice_first2columns <- poss1[,1:2] # first 2 columns 

choice_first2columns 

 

You could have a combination of row and column requirements: 

 

choice_first5rows_2columns <- poss1[1:5,1:2] # first 5 rows, first 2 columns 

choice_first5rows_2columns 

 

You could also select a subset of your data based on variable levels: 

corr_age_25 <- corr[corr$age_of_onset==25,] # only rows of data for participants with 

age of onset 25 years, nothing behind the comma, hence all columns  

corrlowprof <- corr[corr$proficiency<5,] # only rows of data for participants with low 

proficieny scores (<5), nothing behind the comma, hence all columns  

corr_age_25 

corrlowprof 

 

Once you have made your selection and saved it, you can then work with the new 

(reduced) data sets instead of your full data set. 

 

Graphs 

You can create a simple graph, using the plotting function: 

 

plot(corr$age_of_onset, corr$rt)  

plot(corr$proficiency, corr$rt)  
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Exercise 

Create these two plots and compare: which of the IVs (age of onset and proficiency) is 

more closely related to RTs?  

plot (poss1$choice, poss1$rt) # note: IV first, DV later 

plot (poss1$PR_animacy, poss1$rt) # note: IV first, DV later 

 

This figure also shows you extremely long response times (the little circles) 

 

Figure 1: Response Times for Possessive Constructions with Animate Possessors and 

Inanimate Possessors  
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plot(poss1$PR_animacy, poss1$choice)

 

Figure 2: Construction Choice for Possessive Constructions with Animate Possessors and 

Inanimate Possessors 

 

 

You can also get more colors by adding a colorscheme (e.g. rainbow from the 

colorspace package).  
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library (colorspace) 

pie(rep(1, 6), col = rainbow(6)) 
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plot(poss1$PR_animacy, poss1$choice) 

plot(poss1$PR_animacy, poss1$choice, col=rainbow(2)) 

 

 

 

Exercise 

How could you improve your figures? Which labels, etc. would be useful?  


